
 

 

 

 

The following are the full a list of tweets which LEASE chair Wanda Goldwag claimed at a meeting with 

Sir Peter Bottomley MP on 25th April were so unfair to LEASE staff that the Chair of LKP trustees was 

banned from attending LEASE offices and that she would never work with the chair of LKP.  

 

It was also claimed by the LEASE Chair the tweets had: 

a) targeted individual members of LEASE staff 

b) had a particular impact on those staff who might be black or female or low paid 

c) had caused LEASE staff to become so distressed some had cried in meetings with the LEASE chair and 

had caused the Chair of LEASE to introduce a staff support policy. 

 

Below each tweet is a commentary and the reason for the tweet. 

Two options seem to exist: 

a) The tweets are indeed unfair and offensive  

b) The tweets are fair comment and the complaints by the LEASE chair a way of preventing 

legitimate criticism and seeking to marginalize LKP  



 

 

This tweet simply reflects the factual position. It is correct that in his oral evidence submission to the 

MHCLG select committee LEASE CEO Essien’s accepts the statement of MP Tan Dhesi that LEASE had 

provided information to freeholders and developers “including seminars on how to draft leases to 

maximise the income for freeholders” Mr Essien had described this as “regrettable”.  He stated this 

position does not reflect the ethos of his organization. 

 

If the argument it the tweet unfair to criticize LEASE over a single incident then it was also unfair, Mr 

Essien failed to disclose to the MHCLG SC the fact the instance quoted by Tan Dhesi was just one among 

many reported by LKP over many years when LEASE had helped landlords and sometimes helped then 



gain an unfair advantage over leaseholders. 

 

Mr Essien has been the LEASE CEO since 2007 so it cannot be argued the comment relates to his taking 

the role. 

 

Mr Essien also failed to inform the SC this organisaiton’s help for landlords continued until February 

2017. LKPs clear understanding it that change to only helping leaseholders in 2017 did not happen at 

LEASE’s initiative or indeed that of the MHCLG leasehold team of the time. It came about by the 

intervention of Minister Barwell who decided to overrode the 2016 business plan agreed with officials 

which had sought to expand LEASE’s commercial activities still further. 

    

 

 

This is an opinion based on many years’ experience in this sector. Some advice offered by LEASE is 

wrong. It may state the letter of the law but not explain how that law applies in practice, or rather in 

some cases does not apply in practice. 

 

On occasions LKP has assisted LEASE to correct the advice both and the .gov site offer. 



 

 

 

This is a statement of fact. A very senior civil servant explained relatively recently that it was accepted 

that LEASE had been used to an extent as a “sticking plaster” for failed legislation.  

 



 

 

As part of the Mayor’s recent Housing Strategy they have stated LEASE is “not fit for purpose”. 

 

It is also a matter of fact the government has given LEASE a monopoly of funding, endorsement and 

support for nearly 25 years. 

 

It is a matter of fact that the worst landlords still feel happy to endorse the use of LEASE as per this 

example: 

 

http://www.circlemanagement.co.uk/links.html 

 

That landlord advises: 

 

”LEASE, The Leasehold Advisory Service, is funded by Government to provide free legal advice to 

leaseholders, landlords, professional advisers, managers and others on the law affecting residential 

leasehold and commonhold. A useful site for all your leasehold queries.” 

 



 

 

Again, this is a factual statement. It was fact that a number of sites mentioned in the tweet hand out the 

wrong information on insurance and do not point to the relevant legislation. 

This LEASE page below is wrong in the way insurance applies to leasehold houses. The house insurance 

point is made correctly on other pages on the LEASE site but that assumes the leaseholder to find that 

right page rather than accept the information on this page. 

 

https://www.lease-advice.org/faq/insurance-cover/ 

 

 



 

 

Again, this is a factual statement in reply the NLC comment which was critical of the LEASE CEO.  

 

CEO Essien and past Chairs have made clear it is not their role to “lobby” government on improvements 

in the law. It is also factually true to say that LEASE has actively argued against a number of important 

leaseholder protections in various consultations. They argued for keeping ground rents, they argued 

against protection of leaseholder funds under s152-156 of the CLRA. They argued for keeping ground 

rents. 

 

We fully accept that as a NDPB (QUAGO) LEASE is not able to be critical of the government of the law it 

is required to offer advice about – but that it exactly the problem many consumers have with LEASE. 



 

Again, this twee is a statement of fact is not even a criticism of LEASE. 

 

The comment may not follow accepted convention which argues that only Ministers have policy views 

but if this is a criticism it is a criticism of past officials not LEASE. It is a matter of fact that DCLG officials 

of the time had informed Ministers over many years the leasehold system was working well. Those 

officials drafted the words sent out in their name as well as those said in the name of the ever-changing 

list of Housing Ministers. 

  



 

 

 

 

Is this a criticism of LEASE or a statement of fact. The tweet links to a BBC clip of CEO Essien stating a 

number of things we now know are factually wrong. I was pointing out the clip dated back to 2010 so 

that others understood it was not a current statement by the LEASE CEO.  

In 2010 the whole sector and officials and LEASE had a number of things wrong about the size of the 

sector. Those figures only changed following LKPs work in 2013/14 



 

This tweet is a matter of opinion. It is however a fairly obvious one. If LEASE simply repeats and 

welcomes government press releases consumers will inevitably be suspicious that LEASE is not the 

“impartial” body that it claims to be.  

 

LEASE appears to have become more active in posting articles in in full support of all government 

announcements while choosing not to comment on announcements made by other groups 

 

Many leaseholders were appalled at this voluntary sector pledge of future good behavior by the sector 

mentioned at the start of this tweet. That pledge rejected by Sajid Javid when he was SoS and the 

MHCLG Select Committee who now criticized the pledge since its publication  

 

By contrast the LEASE chair tweeted.  

 

“As Chair of LEASE I think its real progress that Leading property developers and freeholders including 

Taylor Wimpey and Barratt Homes sign government-backed pledge committing to free existing 

leaseholders trapped in onerous deals.” 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

This is an opinion in response to MHCLG’s project to help ensure tenants and leaseholders in the social 

sector have a stronger voice on building safety. MHCLG had announced that this group would be chaired 

by a LEASE board member. My comment that LEASE is paid to offer initial advice on leasehold law not 

wider building safety issues is perfectly correct.  

 



 

 

Since some of the tweets I responded too are no longer available it makes it more difficult to put the 

tweet in its original context. 

The first tweet has nothing to do with lease but related to the issue of the supposed discount offered in 

buying leasehold.  

 

The second tweet is a factual statement. It is unfortunate that on too many occasions in the past LEASE 

has argued against changes now under review. LEASE submitted that ground rents of up to 0.1% of 

capital value are acceptable. They have stated it is not their role to argue for change and they have 

declined to take part in a number of initiatives to help improve the sector. 

 

It is a matter of fact the sector suppliers have long been supportive of LEASE and it is a matter of fact 

that for many years LEASE was an active collaborator with the sector groups in events that sought to 

exclude leaseholders. 



 

 

 

 

The first part of the tweet is a statement of fact. The second sentence can hardly be argued as traumatic 

to LEASE staff 



 

These tweets follow on from a Westminster Hall debate on onerous leases. Minister Wheeler somewhat 

contentiously recommended that leaseholders should contact LEASE on the onerous ground rent issue. 

She did so despite the fact that those who helped draft her speech knew full well LEASE have done little 

on this issue which had been raised by LKP (as acknowledged by LEASE CEO Essien as the Select 

Committee hearing). 

 

It has also been LKP’s view for some time that LEASE should be closed down as a state monopoly. The 

same option was actively considered by the government in 2015, which proposed the resources of 

LEASE should return to the Department and be made available to others to use to obtain best value for 

money for the taxpayer. 

 



 

 

 

The first part of the tweet is about very expensive awards dinners in the social sector. The second is 

about the fact that many first time buyers have been given poor advice at the same time the 

government has been pointing those first time buyers almost exclusively towards LEASE for that advice. 



 

 

Another factual tweet. The Mayor’s Housing Strategy had just said LEASE was “not fit for purpose”. It is a 

matter of fact that MHCLG reviews of LEASE had claimed they were doing a good job and that there was 

no market provision for LEASE type services. At the time it was claimed the MHCLG had been a “holistic 

review” of leaseholder services. It has since been claimed the report was only a review of LEASE. 



 

 

I struggle to understand how this is even seen as critical of LEASE as the comment was directed at the 

poster. The decision between enfranchising using trustees or a company is a point that arises in very few 

cases.  



 

 

This final tweet listed if critical of LEASE but it is also sadly a matter of fact. Many cladding leaseholders 

have been enormously critical of the help offered by LEASE. It is a matter of fact that the advice from 

LEASE has got some leaseholders into trouble in their Tribunal cases. It is a matter of fact we had to ask 

CEO Essien not to contact the Croydon leaseholders before and indeed after their hearing, at the 

request of the leaseholders. It is a matter of fact that many cladding leaseholders around the country 

have told us they have found the advice offered by LEASE unhelpful.  

 

The fact that LEASE staff end up giving poor advice on cladding is not a criticism of those staff who hand 

out that advice. It is a criticism of the fact that those staff are tasked with only advising what the law 

says about the lease.  Those leases almost inevitably say the leaseholder must pay and LEASE advisors 

are not allowed to say that leasehold law may be deeply flawed, or that the law may not work, or that 

the best option might be to avoid using the law.  

 

Since being provided with an additional £465,000 on building safety in December 2017 LEASE data 

shows that to the beginning of April 2019 they had had just 140 cladding enquiries from those defined 

as leaseholders living at cladding sites. 


